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O.M. Tarshina
The Semantics of Anapaest in I.A. Bunin’s Poetry
Key words: semantic peculiarities of anapaestic poems; I.A. Bunin; genre; thematics.
The semantic peculiarities of the whole corpus of the original anapaestic poems by
I.A. Bunin are analyzed in the article, as well as semantic differentiation of poetic metres within
anapaest, genre peculiarities of poems, textual relations of Bunin’s verse with poems of Russian
poets of the XIXth century. The results of this research make it possible to state, that poetic metre
possessing the memory of thematic, lexical and emotional characteristics of the poems, in its
function is close to the category of genre.

L.V. Pavlova
Bright Life of the Word «pale» in Vyacheslav Ivanov’s Poetry
Key words: Vyacheslav Ivanov; poetry; symbol; context; functional thesaurus.
The article presents the approach, which can confirm with great confidence if the poet
gives a symbolic status to a certain word or not, using the contextual analysis of all the
occurrences of the word «pale» in Vyacheslav Ivanov’s poetry as the example. The analysis of
the specially created functional thesaurus helps to reveal a wide list of meanings of the symbol
word, which are realized in the text.

L.G.Kayanidy
Spatial Structure of Vyacheslav Ivanov’s Poem «Melamp’s Dream»
Key words: poetic space; symbolism; mythological poetics; plot composition;
mythological archetypes.
Spatial organization of Vyacheslav Ivanov’s poem «Melamp’s dream» is considered in
the article. This work by Ivanov is one of the main poet’s texts: spatial structure of his poetic
world is presented in full measure. It consists of 3 spheres – empirical, mystical and
mythological. Each of them has three levels. These spheres are connected with each other with
the help of mirror inversion. The border between different spheres is abyss. The plot of the poem
is based on the transferences of the hero from one spatial sphere to another.

I.E. Karly
Dating and Interpretation (Cycle of Verses «Wreath for the Dead»
by Anna Akhmatova)
Key words: dating; meaning making component; cycle of verses; Anna Akhmatova’s
«Wreath for the Dead».

In this article the meaning making role of dating is discussed. The cycle of verses by
Anna Akhmatova «Wreath for the Dead» shows that the author's date is one of the important
meaning making elements, which highlights the main motivations and allows us to see the cycle
in its entirety.

N.Kh. Lokhman
Rhythm as one of the Manifestations of Author’s Individual Style:
the Original and the Translation
(on the Material of A. de Saint-Exupery’s Novel «The South Mail»
and M. Baranovich’s Translation)
Key words: rhythm; style; translation; poetic integrity.
The article surveys the role and functions of rhythmic and phonetic means in the creation
of the poetic picture of the world in the work by A. de Saint-Exupery. The possibilities of
recreation of these means in a different linguistic system are also discussed.

E.S. Romanova
The Theme of the Fate of the War Generation in Front-Line Poets’ Works:
Common Tendencies
Key words: the theme of the fate of the war generation; the Great Patriotic war; frontline poets; plot theme; minimum theme; the theme of the soldiers' way; the theme of cold; the
theme of death; the theme of war youth; patriotic theme; the theme of memory; the theme of
repressions; the theme of the epoch; the theme of disappointment in ideology; the theme of
Stalinizm; the theme of guilt; the tragedy of the war generation.
This article deals with the theme of the fate of the war generation in S. Gudzenko's,
D. Samoylov's, Yu. Levitansky's and A. Mezhirov's poetry. In the process of research common
characteristics in covering this theme were revealed. Its evolution is found in all poets' works,
except those of Gudzenko.

N.N. Kundaeva
Specifics of Impressionistic World Image in Art Practice
of the End of the XIXth – the Beginning of the XXth Centuries:
Problem Statement
Key words: literary impressionism; impressionistic world image; art direction;
impressionism; modernism and realism; classical and nonclassical type of culture; philosophy of
intuition and impressionism aesthetics; art and literature of the end of the XIXth – the beginning
of the XXth century; art synthesis.
The article reveals specifics of impressionistic world image and its reflections in art
practice of the end of the XIXth – the beginning of the XXth century. The role of the impressionist
tendency in construction of a new image of the world based on ideas of synthesis is discussed.
The review of basic research works in which the impressionism problem in art, Russian and
foreign literature is given. Issues concerning the essence of literary impressionism are
systematised. Aesthetic principles of impressionism are revealed, connection of the aesthetics of

impressionism with philosophy of intuition is established, the intermediate position of
impressionism among dominating directions in art and the literature at the boundary between
centuries, realism and modernism is considered.

James Bailey
Memories about a Career in Slavic
Key words: folklore; Slavic studies; philology; versification; metrics; rhythm; research;
memories.
Professor James Bailey is one of the most outstanding foreign specialists of our time in
Russian philology. September 28, 2009 is his 80th jubilee. His memories will present great
interest to the Russian audience because in them the scientific career of the author is combined
with sketches of American and Russian life as it is seen by an American. For example he
describes how his military service helped his scientific research and how he obtained a $150 000
grant to organize the study of Slavic folklore from a state scientific fund in the USA.
Professor Bailey visited Smolensk twice, read lectures at the Philological seminar and
gave TV interviews. When we were parting last time, he said:
– All my friends are in Russia.
On behalf of the Chair of History and Theory of Literature and the Editorial Board of
Izvestia of Smolensk State University I cordially congratulate James Bailey with his jubilee and
wish him new scientific achievements.
V. Baevskij

G.G. Silnitsky
A Three-Dimensional Classification of Notional Parts of Speech
Key words: denotative – significative meanings; «extended» – «contracted» situations;
«linear» – «nonlinear», «ascending» – «descending», obligatory – optional valency;
intercategorial semantic classification of lexical meanings.
Three semantic classificatory dimensions of notional parts of speech are discussed:
denotative, «exosignificative» and «endosignificative». A distinction is drawn between «linear»
(«exocentric») and «nonlinear» («endocentric»), «ascending» and «descending» types of
semantic valency. A dependency of various types of valency upon the semantic structure of
notional words is established.

Y.A. Levitsky
Concerning the Verb Tense-Forms Valence
Key words: valence; verb tense-forms; actants; circonstances.
The verb valence for actants (nouns) is traditionally considered as the obligatory one,
while the valence for circonstances (adverbs) – as non-obligatory. However, in the process of
actualization the use of adverbial elements turns out to be necessary for the indication to a
certain moment or period of time.

L.A. Kuzmin

Formal Criteria of Boundaries between the Qualitative and Relative Adjectives in Modern
English
Key words: system; language; English; adjective; qualitative; relative; phonology,
morphematics; demarcation; statistics; correlations; oppositions.
The article deals with one more stage of revealing a set of reliable criteria for the
distinction between qualitative and relative adjectives, this time in the domain of formal
adjectival features. The research continues the tradition of applying the Pearson correlation
procedure to the study of inter-level ties between features of cardinal parts of speech started as a
systemic method by the school of Prof. Georgiy Silnitsky.
As a result of the present research a hierarchy of level diagnoscticity was built relative to
the adjectival dichotomy under study: phonology → inner morphology → deadjectival
derivation.

A.G. Silnitsky
Semantic Structure of «Polysituational» Lexical Units
(on the Material of «Economic» Verbs in English)
Key words: verbocentrism; simple and complex situations; introsituational and
intersituational semantic features; hierarchic classification.
The article is dedicated to a verbocentric investigation of the semantic structure of
«polysituational» verbs which model more than one situation. The definitions and a hierarchical
classification of multi-level «intrasituational» and «intersituational» semantic features are
discussed on the examples of «economic» verbs in English.

HISTORY

Yu.E. Ivonin
German National Myths from a Viewpoint of Contemporary Approaches
Key words: nation; nationalism; myth; Holy Roman Empire; Germany; early modern
time.
The author studies with the help of contemporary methods the problem of formation of
German national myths of early modern time, which played the main role in the development of
German nationalism in the XIXth – the first half of the XXth centuries and in aggression in two
World wars. Using multiple examples and investigations of contemporary foreign historians and
sociologists the author shows how and in which milieu these myths arose, especially the myth of
Holy Roman Empire as the national state. These myths, which are the products of the
intellectuals of the middle class, were the foundation of nationalistic ideology at the beginning of
XIX century as the result of the Napoleonic wars and the end of Holy Roman Empire

L.I. Ivonina
Eastern Horizons of the Duke of Marlborough

Key words: diplomacy; ambassador; Spanish Succession War; Grand Alliance; Northern
War; Altrandstadt, Kurfurst.
The article is devoted to East diplomacy of the famous English general Duke of
Marlborough at the most responsible moment of two European wars at the beginning of the
XVIII century when real possibility of their merging to one global conflict appeared.
Marlborough’s mission to Charles XII promoted the aggravation of the struggle between Sweden
and Russia and the continuation of the Northern War.

S.V. Artamoshin
Politics and Power in Carl Schmitt’s Conservative Writings
Key words: concept of the political; «friend – enemy» distinction; Weimar system;
political theology.
The problem of the political comprises the basis of public activities. Carl Schmitt’s antiliberalism was founded on the understanding power as an instrument of the political order and
security. Weimar political system as a system of political parties was the power chaos, the
political parties’ fight for the total power; the system which was to be followed by an
authoritarian power of a leader.

M.V. Kail
The Cultural Modernization of the Provincial Community
at the Turn of the 19th – 20th Centuries
(Exemplified by the Orthodox Clergy and Believers)
Key words: province; modernizatoin and its characteristics; seculirization; religious
everyday routine; cultural and religious practices; Russian Orthodox society; socio-cultural
evolution.
The present research deals with the study of modernization process in the religious
sphere of the life of the provincial community; correlation of traditional and new features within
it, as well as specifics of transformed religious practices and the attitude to Church under the
influence of socio-political and economic processes at the end of the 19th century and the
beginning of the 20th century. An attempt is made at evaluation of the position and significance
of modernization processes at the turn of the two centuries in the history of the Orthodox
Church.

E.A.Sikorsky
«Bread Monopoly» of the Bolsheviks as the Method of Introducing Totalitarism in Russia
(1918–1920)
Key words: Civil war; «passive» resistance; Bolsheviks; food crisis; food dictatorship
«bread monopoly».
For the first time in Russian historiography on the basis of analysis of different sources the
research deals with the issue of «bread monopoly», actively realized by the Bolsheviks during
the Civil war, as the method of introducing Bolshevik dictatorship in Russia. The dynamics of
this process and its results are analyzed. The author has proved that the famine, observed in

Russian cities in 1918–1920, was to a large extent organized by the Bolsheviks and was one of
the instruments of RKP(b) dictatorship creation.

A.V. Demochkin
Social Structure Evolution in the Smolensk Province
at the End of the XVIIIth and the First Half of the XIXth Centuries
Key words: society; Smolensk nobility; clergy; merchant class; lower middle class,
peasantry, odnodvortsy.
The article deals with the process of Smolensk society development, reveals its outer and
inner factors as well as the basic trends and controversies in the development of social and
economic life in the Smolensk province before the reforms. Changes in number and social status
of main categories of the population are discussed in detail. The structure and the public
position of different social strata and their specific relations, economic and other factors, which
influenced the evolution of social relations, are analyzed.

O.V. Kozlov
The Fate of Cultural Gentry Estates Values in Smolensk Region
during the First Years of the Soviet Power
Key words: gentry estates; material and cultural values; cultural heritage; historic
memorials; protection of historic memorials; museums; libraries; collections; cultural,
archeological and ethnographic memorials.
The problem of gentry estates cultural values retaining during the first years of the
revolutionary transformation is examined in the article. The author analyses the attempts of
soviet province and district governmental bodies and community to put an end to the destruction
of cultural heritage, gives examples of the fate of different private libraries and collections of
works of art in Smolensk region.

BIOLOGY AND NATURAL SCIENCES

M.Yu. Gildenkov
The New Data on Distribution in Palaearctic Region of the Species of Genus Carpelimus
from Subgenuses Myopinus, Trogophloeus, Troginus (Coleoptera, Staphylinidae)
Key words: Palaearctic region; distribution; new data; Coleoptera; Staphylinidae;
Carpelimus; Myopinus; Trogophloeus; Troginus.
In the article results of studying palaearctic materials for subgenuses Myopinus,
Trogophloeus and Troginus genus Carpelimus from 9 museums of the world and 8 private
collections are presented. New points of species distribution in Palaearctic region are specified.
For species the data new to science on distribution in the certain countries and regions
Palaearctic is presented, according to rules of the catalogue (Catalogue of Palaearctic
Coleoptera): C.elongatulus elongatulus for the first time for Slovenia, C.corticinus for the first
time for Iraq, C.flavomarginatus for the first time for Tunis, C.gracilis for the first time for
Spain, Afghanistan and Canary islands (island Grand Canary), C.manchuricus subtilicornis for

the first time for Slovakia and Greece, C.poppiusi for the first time for Western Siberia and the
Far East of Russia, C.simplicicollis simplicicollis for the first time for Kazakhstan, Iran and
islands Cabo Verdes, C.transversicollis for the first time for Armenia, France, Greece, Tunis
and Egypt (for the first time for Northern Africa), C.troglodytes troglodytes for the first time for
Greece, C.aceus for the first time for Greece, C. atomus for the first time for Afghanistan,
C.despectus despectus for the first time for Western Siberia in Russia, C.schneideri aegiptiacus
for the first time for Libya.
For Russia administrative units are specified which are new to distribution: C.corticinus
from the Amur region, C.heidenreichi from Komi and Buryatiya, C.manchuricus manchuricus
from the Amur region, C.despectus despectus from the Tyumen region, Smolensk region and
Komi, C.exiguus from Komi, C.zerchei from Kalmykia.
The Article represents the second (final) part of materials on research of the author for
2002–2008. In the first part the data on distribution in Palaerarctic region of the species of
genus Thinodromus, and species of genus Carpelimus from subgenuses Carpelimus s. str.,
Paratrogophloeus, Bucephalinus were submitted.

I.A. Zakharenko
Military-Geographic Expeditions by V.K. Arsenyev for the Studies of the Ussuriisky
Land
Key words: military geography; geopolitics; route; nature; topography; observation;
journey; expedition; taiga; landscape.
The article is devoted to the description of military-geographic expeditions by
V.K. Arsenyev to the boundary Ussuriisky region. High scientific meaning of research by V.K.
Arsenyev is underlined in the article. The name of V.K. Arsenyev is placed alongside with names
of such great Russian travelers as N.M. Przhevalsky and P.K. Kozlov.
V.I. Chasovskiy
The Territorial Transformation of Ukrainian Sectoral Structure of Industry
Key words: territory; region; industry; economy; crisis; compensation rise; industrial
sector; extractive industry; manufacturing industry; industrial products; complexes.
The article characterizes structural changes in the industry of the country caused by an
economic crisis and then a compensation rise at the end of the 20-th and the beginning of the 21st centuries. Some factors are presented influencing the dynamics of the gross internal product
structure by branches of industry. Much attention is paid to uneven structural proportion of the
industrial sectors revealed in the ratio of the extractive and manufacturing industry as well as
within interindustry complexes. The analysis of changes in the branches structure of national
industry and the volumes of the manufactured industrial products is given.

S.P. Evdokimov, V.V. Kovalev
The Natural-Anthropogenic Factors of Effectiveness
of Agricultural Production in Smolensk Region
Key words: agriculture; climate; productivity; soils; ameliorationes; agrolandscape;
production.

The influence of natural-anthropogenic factors on effectiveness of agricultural
production is considered in the article. Attention is drawn to the fact that average annual
damage from negative climatic influence composes 18% of the budget of the agricultural
production complex in Smolensk region. The evident and perspective way of increasing
agricultural production is its modification in accordance with ecology.

PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY

N.M. Brunchukova
The Essence of the Concept «Values of Ethical Upbringing»
Key words: values of ethical upbringing; upbringing; ethics; morals; morality; ethic
upbringing.
This article reveals the essence of the concept «values of ethical upbringing» on the basis
of the analysis of its constituent concepts «values» «upbringing» and «ethics».
Concepts and categories reflect the system of any scientific knowledge. Therefore, the
issue of concepts and categories of has always been actual.
Different approaches to the interpretation of these concepts are considered, including
philosophic, psychological, sociological, pedagogical points of view and their interrelation.

A.I. Nazarova
The Formation of the Educational Potential of the Orthodox Christian Values in the
History of Religious-Educational Thought in Russia
Key words: value; Christianity; Orthodox Christianity; Russian church; church school;
education.
The article considers the origin of the notion «value» in antique philosophy and early
Christian ethics and its further development in Orthodox Christianity whose main values were
love of one’ s neighbor and repentance. It also offers a short historical review of the system of
education covering the reforms introduced by Peter the Great and further development, the basic
principles of religious instruction being Christian faith, «sobornost» and «narodnost». The
influence of K.D. Ushinsky, A.S. Khomyacov and I.V. Kireevsky on the formation of the Orthodox
Church tradition in Russia is studied.

H.Y. Hamburg
The Role of School Museums in Civil and Patriotic Education
of Smolensk High School Students
Key words: school museum; museum pedagogics; historical memory; region studies;
homeland; religions and moral upbringing; civil and patriotic education.
The present article considers practical experience of Smolensk school in civil and
patriotic education. With this purpose in 1990-s the recovery and development of museums in
educational institutions began. As a result school museums became centers of religions, moral,
patriotic and civil education of children and youth of Smolensk.

O.E. Savelyeva
Ethical and Moral Education in Teaching English
Key words: ethical and moral education; methods of teaching; the English language;
education in the USA; tutorial; lesson designing.
The article deals with the issue of improving ethical and moral education in modern Russian
schools. First the author analyses some aspects of realizing ethical and moral education in
schools of the USA. Then the author gives an example of how we can use a particular subject
(the English language) in trying to foster moral and ethical traits and habits in younger Russian
generation.

T.N. Lukina
The System of Social Pedagogue’s Work in School for Prophylaxis of Violence and Cruelty
Key words: school; prophylaxis; social pedagogue; violence; cruelty; teacher; parent;
child; the system of social pedagogue’s work.
The article deals with the system of social pedagogue’s work in prophylaxis of violence
and cruelty towards schoolboys. The author uses the experimental research data and proves the
necessity of carrying out the prophylactic activity in schools at three levels simultaneously: work
with children, work with parents and work with teaching staff.

M.G. Karaliou
To the Building of a Pedagogical Model
of the Responsible Parenthood Formation
Key words: value; family; parenthood; responsible parenthood formation.
This article is devoted to the parenthood as social and psychological education of a person.
The author presents the analysis of its particular features today and puts forward a
methodological foundation for the building of a pedagogical model for the responsible parenthood
formation under the conditions of educational establishment.

L.I. Bershedova, S.V. Nesyna
Psychological Content of Romantic Love in Early Youth
Key words: romantic love; ontological content of romantic love; intra- and
interpsychological attitude; romantic love as factor of personal development in youth; dynamics
of romantic love in adolescence.
The focus of the research is romantic love as a unique intrapsychological phenomenon
(attitude) of early youth. It first opens the ontological content of romantic love. The article
discusses specific development of intrapsychological attitude structural components and
qualitative peculiarities of its realization in interpsychological aspect. Romantic love is a factor
of personal development and identity in youth.

K.E Kuzmina
Problems of Giftedness in the Sphere of Computerized Activity
(Analysis of Psychological Research)
Key words: computerized activity; giftedness in the sphere of computer technologies;
abilities; professional users of computer technologies; personal, cognitive, socio-psychological
(communicative) components of the abilities structure.
The idea of complicated structure of giftedness in the sphere of computer technologies,
including personal, cognitive and socio-psychological components is developed in this article.
The article gives generalizations and systematized information about individual psychological
peculiarities of advanced users of computer technologies obtained by leading researchers of this
problem and by the author.

M.V. Romanova
Psychological Aspects of Human-Computer Interaction Research
by the Foreign Scientists
Key words: foreign research; human-computer interaction; computerization; Internet
addiction; misuse of computer; children and computer; computer and education; computermediated communication.
The author presents a survey of foreign research on the problem of development and
consequences of computerization; of misuse and addictions connected with computer; of
computer use in teaching and leisure of the youngsters; of the role of the Internet in modern
community and computer-mediated communication.

